
Astro 358

Galaxies and the  Universe 

Note: This document has mainly figures and plots illustrating some key 
concepts in the pre-requisite material on stellar astronomy. Please see the 

appendix of the textbook (posted on the class site) for derivations,  
formulae, back-of-the-envelope calculations and other materials.



- A galaxy is a collection of stars, gas, dust, and dark matter, which are  bound by 
gravity.  It contains a few 1e8 to 1e12 stars, which orbit a common center.

Pre-requisite for Galaxies Class:  Understand stars first!

HST image of  the barred spiral galaxy NGC 1300



Giant elliptical M87 Peculiar/Interacting  galaxies 
HST image of The Antennae



Wien’s law:   A star or blackbody will emit its maximum flux at  a wavelength  lpeak
that  depends   inversely on its surface temperature T

lpeak=  W/ T ,   where W  = Wien’s  constant = 2.9 x 10-3 m K

Wien’s law implies that hotter stars have smaller peak wavelengths  lpeak

Wien’s Law:  Surface Temperature and Color of Stars



X-ray/ROSAT Ultraviolet/ASTR0-1 Visible light

Near infrared/Spitzer

- UV images: mainly trace very hot  (T>10^5K) massive, short-lived 
young stars

- Visible images: traced moderately hot (T=5800 K), moderate mass  
longer-lived stars like the  Sun  (lifetime of 10 billion years)     

- Near IR  : traces  cooler  (T~3000 K) low mass, long-lived stars 
AND   penetrates through dust revealing these stars

- Mid-IR:  traces warm dust (T~ few 100  K) 

Implication of Wien’s Law for Galaxy Images 



The optical  image of M81 shows intermediate age stars and patches of dusty  obscuration.
In the infrared  observations of M81 from the Spitzer satellite:
- near-IR light  comes from  cool  (T~3000 K) old stars and  it penetrates through dust 
- mid-IR light  comes warm  gas and dust (T~ few 100 K) which look clumpy/fillamentary

Movie 
(NASA/Spitzer)

Dust Obscures Stars and is heated by Massive Hot Stars



Stefan-Boltzmanl Law & L-R-T relation

1) Stefan-Boltzmann law

The flux Fs at the surface of a star with temperature T is proportional  to T4

Fs = s T4

where s = Stefan-Boltzmann constant

2) L-R-T relation 

The luminosity of a star of radius R and temperature T is proportional to T4 R2.

See in-class derivation

L = 4 p s T4 R2



Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram
The H-R diagram plots L versus effective Temperature T for stars
- T is sometimes shown in terms of the spectral type OBAFGKM)
- The color-magnitude diagram is a different version of H-R diagram

1) The position of a star on H-R 
diagram depends on its mass and age 
(or evolutionary phase)

2) The main sequence (MS) is 
populated by stars fusing H to He in 
their core. Stars stay on the MS for a 
time call the MS lifetime

3) When stars  stop fusing H to He 
they evolve off the MS and go through 
different evolutionary phases 
(e.g.,giants, supergiants, white dwarfs) 
based on their mass and age

4) Note the L-R-T relation: MS and 
supergiant stars have different L due 
to their different R



MK Classification System For Stars
1) MK classification system: stars have a spectral type and a luminosity class 

MK  =  (Spectral Type OBAFGKM ,  Luminosity  Class I to V)

- The spectral type OBAFGKM is now known to be related to temperature (and mass)
OB stars =  high temperature and mass
AF star = intermediate temperature and mass 
GKM = low temperature and mass

- The luminosity classes I to V refer to 
I = Supergiants
II = Bright Giants
III = Normal Giant
IV = Subgiant 
V = Dwarfs = Main Sequence Stars

2) Example: The Sun is a star with spectral type G2 (T=5800 K,mass = 1Mo) and has a 
luminosity class V (is on the main sequence)

3) Stars on the H-R diagram are sometimes referenced 
- by their spectral type OBAFGKM rather than temperature on the x-axis
- by their luminosity class. (e.g. see supergiant and giant groupings)



From GA

Original description of spectral types OBAFGKM



From GA

Relationship between Spectral type and Surface 
Temperature



From GA

Main Sequence Lifetime



Energy Generation by Fusion and Fission of Elements   



Evolution of low-mass (M=1-8 Mo) stars

Red subgiant/giant: 
Inert He core  +
H-burning  shell 

He-burning  star:
He-burning core  + 
some reduced 
H-burning in shell  

Double shell-burning  
red giant .
Inert C core + double 
shells burning He, H

Yellow main sequence 
star of mass M=1Mo 
H fusion in core via pp 
cycle

Outer layers are  ejected by winds + other processes into  an expanding shell of 
gas.  Photons from the hot core ionize the gas to form a glowing planetary nebula

Inert C core collapses to a 
white dwarf supported 
by electron degeneracy 
pressure.   



Planetary Nebulae



Evolution of massive (M=9-40 Mo ) star

Blue main sequence star with M=20 Mo. 
-H fusion in core via CNO cycle 

Red supergiant: 
Inert He core + H-burning  shell 

‘Blue’ supergiant: 
He-burning  core  + reduced H-burning in 
shell 

Multiple  supergiant phases:
-Inert C core shrinks till fusion of C 
starts, then of O, then…of Si until iron 
collects in core.
- Multiple shells burning C, O, He, H 

For 20 Mo star: When iron core is no longer supported by e- degeneracy 
pressure, it collapses to form a neutron star supported by n degeneracy 
pressure.  Expanding shock wave causes outer layers of star to undergo  a 
Type II  supernova explosion.



Evolution of high-mass stars



Visible image of the 
Crab nebula, which 
is the remnant of the 
supernova explosion 
observed in AD1054



Reference Tables on Next 4 slides

(Note: There is no need to memorize the numbers in these tables. The 
tables are only provided so that you get a sense of the values of different 
physical properties (e.g.,  mass, luminosity, absolute magnitude,  radius, 
surface temperature) of stars in different evolutionary phases and located 

in different parts of the H-R diagram)



From GU

Mean V-band magnitudes and colors for red giant stars



From GA

Main Sequence Stars
(Mass, Luminosity, Absolute Magnitude,  Radius)



From GU

Mean V-band magnitudes & colors for main sequence stars



From GU

Mean V-band magnitudes and colors for supergiant stars


